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Abst ract - -Componentwise  and normwise condition numbers of an m-tuple root xo of a polyno- 
mial p(x) that are appropriate for measurement and experimental inaccuracies are derived. These 
new condition numbers must be compared with the established condition numbers, which are appro- 
priate for quantifying the effect of roundoff errors due to floating point arithmetic. It is shown that 
the condition numbers that are derived in this paper may be considered average case (as opposed 
to worst case) because xtensive, use is made of the expected values of random variables and func- 
tions of random variables. Specifically, it is assumed that each coefficient of p(x) is perturbed by an 
independent zero mean Gaussian random variable, and a measure of the condition of x0 is defined 
as the ratio of the expected value of its relative error to the expected value of the relative error in 
the coefficients of p(x), defined in both the componentwise and normwise forms. It is shown that 
this distinction between the componentwise and normwise condition estimates i important because 
they may differ by several orders of magnitude, depending on the coefficients of the polynomial. The 
cause of ill-conditioning of multiple roots is considered and it is shown that the situations m = 1 
and rn > 1 must be treated separately. Computational experiments hat illustrate the theoretical 
results are presented. Q 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Po lynomia l  roots, Average case componentwise condition number, Average case 
normwise number. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many problems in appl ied mathemat ics  and engineering require the determinat ion of' the roots 
of a polynomial .  Typically, these problems occur in geometr ic modell ing, computer  graphics, 
robotics, and signal processing. 
• Impor tant  operat ions in geometr ic model l ing and computer  graphics include the compu- 
tat ion of the points of intersection of parametr ic  curves, the processing of the curve of 
intersect ion of parametr ic  surface patches, and ray tracing parametr ic  surfaces [1], all of 
which can be reduced to the determinat ion of the real roots of a univar iate polynomial .  
• The inverse kinematics problem in robotics requires the solution of a system of mult ivari-  
ate polynomial  equat ions whose coefficients represent (either expl icit ly or implicit ly) the 
lengths and angles of the segments of the robot and the relat ive posit ions of the obj.ects 
to be manipu lated  [2]. 
• Many problems in signal processing, including spectral  factorisat ion (for filter and wavelet 
design, and spectral  est imation),  phase unwrapping, and the construct ion of a cascade of 
lower-order systems, require the accurate and rapid solut ion of polynomial  equat ions [3]. 
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Furthermore, multiple roots of polynomials appear in several applications. 
• Blends are an important requirement in the design of mechanical components because 
they allow one surface to merge smoothly into another surface, thereby eliminating sharp 
corners and stress concentration centres, which can cause mechanical failure. Blends are 
also required for reasons of aesthetic appeal, and they are characterised by tangency 
conditions, and therefore multiple roots, between the touching surfaces. 
• The accuracy of the approximation of a function f(t) by a scaling function and a wavelet 
basis is governed by ~, the number of zeros of a lowpass filter H(w) at w = 7r [4, Chapter 7]. 
The larger the value of ~, the smoother the scaling function and the more stable the lowpass 
filter under iteration. 
If the data in these applications are derived from experimental measurements, hey are subject 
to uncertainty and must, therefore, be regarded as typical values; another set of coefficients that 
lies within their domain of uncertainty is equally valid. This leads naturally to the concept of 
numerical condition, which is a measure of the sensitivity of the solution to perturbations in
the input data. An estimate of the numerical condition of a computed quantity is a necessary 
requirement because it quantifies its computational reliability; a computed quantity whose con- 
dition number is high implies that it is very sensitive to minor perturbations in the data, but a 
low condition number is indicative of a solution that is only weakly dependent on these minor 
perturbations. 
The difficulties that arise in computing high-order roots of polynomials are considered in [5], 
and it is shown that clustering may be used to obtain a numerically stable approximation to a 
high-order root. A cluster of roots is defined as a tightly localised and isolated set of approximate 
roots which are assumed to be the computed values of a multiple root. For example, the computed 
roots of the polynomial (x - c~) m lie in a localised cluster that is centred approximately atx = ~. 
Since the arithmetic mean of a cluster of roots is much less sensitive to small perturbations 
in the coefficients of the polynomial than are the individual roots in the cluster, the mean of 
the cluster may be a much better approximation to the true value of the multiple root than 
are any members of the cluster. This procedure depends on the identification of the correct 
cluster, but this is in general a difficult task [6]. This difficulty is demonstrated in [5] by the 
polynomial (x - 0.5)(x 1° - 7). If ~? = 2 -1°, there is a double root xl,2 = 0.5, a simple root x3 = 
-0.5, and the remaining eight roots form four complex conjugate pairs. The two roots at 0.5 
belong to two different clusters, but it is not obvious from plotting these roots in the complex 
plane that this is the correct choice. 
The measurement and experimental errors discussed above are one source of uncertainty that 
must be considered when determining the computational reliability of a numerical result. Another 
source, the effect of roundoff errors due to floating point arithmetic, must be considered and 
it is shown in Section 2 that it is insignificant compared to measurement and experimental 
errors in most practical applications. Componentwise and normwise xpressions for the numerical 
condition of a root of a polynomial, using an error model that is appropriate for measurement and 
experimental inaccuracies, are derived in Section 3, and the cause of ill-conditioning of multiple 
roots is considered in Section 4. The distinction between the componentwise and normwise 
measures is considered in Section 5, and it is shown that they may differ by several orders of 
magnitude, depending upon the coefficients of the polynomial. Examples that illustrate the 
theoretical results are presented in Section 6, and Section 7 contains a discussion of the results. 
2. SOURCES OF  ERROR IN  SC IENT IF IC  COMPUTATION 
There are three sources of error that must be considered in scientific omputation [7]: 
(1) errors due to discretisation and truncation, 
(2) errors due to roundoff, and 
(3) errors due to uncertainty in the data. 
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The errors due to discretisation and truncation will not be considered because this paper does 
not discuss algorithmic issues; interest is restricted to two error models of the perturbations in
the polynomial coefficients and their effect on the numerical condition of a root. 
Computer hardware can only represent a discrete subset of the real numbers, and the elements 
in this subset are called floating point numbers. The error that arises from the representation f 
real numbers by members of this subset is called the roundoff error, and it is usually assumed 
that it can be represented by a random variable that has a uniform distribution, the bounds 
of which are +2 -Sa for double precision. Thus each coefficient ai of a polynomial is perturbed 
to a~ + ~ai = a~(1 + rise), where r~ is a random number that is uniformly distributed in the 
interval [-1, +1], and e~ is the relative roundoff error. It follows that 
I~ai~ < ec, i = 0, . . . ,n .  (11 
l a~ l  - 
Although this model of roundoff error is frequently used, some of the assumptions implicit in it 
are not satisfied [8,9]. In particular, it is often assumed that roundoff errors are random, weakly 
correlated, and distributed continuously over a very small interval, but they are not random, 
they are often correlated, and they frequently behave more like discrete than continuous random 
variables. 
The error model (1) is inappropriate for experimental inaccuracies because numerous cientific 
measurements have been shown to have a Gaussian distribution [10,11]. In most circumstances, 
the coefficients of a polynomial are nonlinear functions of the experimental data, and thus they are 
not independent random variables. A detailed analysis requires that these nonlinear functions 
be used to calculate the probability density function of the coefficients. However, this is, in 
general, a very difficult problem, and it is therefore assumed that the effects of measurement and 
experimental inaccuracies can be quantified by assuming that the coefficients are independent 
Caussian random variables. 
The boundaries of uncertainty in data are rarely sharply defined, and thus the error model (1) is 
not representative of typical data. Moreover, measurement inaccuracies are usually significantly 
more important han are the effects of roundoff error [12]. For example, a typical tolerance 
that can be accommodated in most CNC (computer numerical control) machines is about five 
microns, and thus assuming that all dimensions are in metres, only the first five decimal places 
are important. However, since the relative roundoff error for double precision arithmetic on most 
computers i +2 -53 ~ ±10 -16, these two sources of error differ by several orders of magnitude. 
In other applications, for example biological and economic systems, the errors in the pMynomial 
coefficients may be several percent. 
Since the applications described in Section 1 involve computations on the coefficients of poly- 
nomials, a measure of the stability of a polynomial basis must be defined. Although there exist 
several different measures of the condition of a polynomial basis [13], it will be defined by the 
numerical condition of the roots of the polynomial. This measure is particularly appropriate 
for geometric omputations because of the importance of the determination of the roots of a 
polynomial for this class of problem. 
Let x0 be a root of the polynomial p(x), 
n 
i=O 
(2) 
where ¢(x) = {¢i(x)}i~__0 is a set of linearly independent basis functions that span the space of 
polynomials of degree n, and ai is the coefficient (assumed to be real) of the function O~(z). The 
sensitivity of x0 is a measure of the numerical condition of x0 when each coefficient of p(x) is per- 
turbed by an independent zero mean Gaussian random variable. It follows that the perturbations 
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5a = {Sa~}'~= o satisfy 
E {~} = 0, i = 0 , . . . ,  n, (3) 
E {Sa~gaj} = a~5~j, i , j  = 0,. . .  ,n, (4) 
2 is the where E is the expectation operator, 5~j is the two-dimensional delta function, and a a 
variance of the perturbations 5a~. 
The normwise sensitivity is defined as 
pp (xo) = E {Axo} 
E {Aap}' p = 1, 2, (5) 
and the componentwise nsitivity is defined as 
~(x0)  = - -  
where the perturbations 5ai satisfy (3) and (4), 
I~xol 
Ax0= [-~0[' Aav=- -  
and 
E {Ax0} 
E{Aac} '  
(6) 
115allp 
Ilallp p = 1, 2, (7) 
= la0---7 + ~7 +'  + la~----T" (S) 
It follows from (5) and (6) that the sensitivity can be considered an average case measure 
of condition since expected values are used. This is emphasized by defining the average case 
measure as the sensitivity and reserving the condition number for its usual definition as a worst 
case measure. 
Definitions (5) and (6) contain the expectation operator E, and this must be compared with 
definition (1) that leads to a condition number, that is, an upper bound for the displacement 
of a root. This difference arises because of the fundamentally different nature of the underlying 
probability density function of the error models (1), and (3) and (4). In particular, the random 
variables ~a~ in (1) are limited to [-1, +1], and thus an upper bound on the displacement of 
a root can be calculated. However, since these random variables have infinite support in (3) 
and (4), an upper bound on [Sail that is analogous to (1) cannot be defined, and the expected 
value of the displacement of a root is a suitable alternative that is easily calculated. 
3. THE NUMERICAL  CONDIT ION OF  A ROOT 
Expressions for the sensitivity and condition number of a root x0 of the polynomial (2) are 
developed in this section. Although the main emphasis is on the sensitivity, expressions for the 
condition number are included in order to compare average case and worst case measures. 
3.1. Average  Case Measures  of Condi t ion 
Expressions for the sensitivity of a root of a polynomial are developed in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let each coemcient a~ of p(x) in (2) be perturbed to as + 5a~ where the perturba- 
tions satisfy (3) and (4). Let the real root Xo of p(x) have multiplicity m, and let one of these m 
roots be perturbed to xo + 5xo due to the perturbations in the coet~cients. The componentwise 
sensitivity of xo is 
E {Ax0} m! 1/m Hi(m)I1¢ (xo)l112/m (9) 
~(x0) - ~( -z -~} - I ~ J  Jx0,Ha-'ltl ' 
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and the normwise sensitivit.v~f xo in the 1-norm is 
f l l ( : I :o)_  E{Ax0} _ ~!  nt(-~)itOt~0Jtl2 I1~1i~ 
E {Aal } [~01 (n + 1) 
~1()) 
where Ax0 and Aal  are defined in (7), Aa~ is defined in (8), 
y[ 1 (TTt ) ( ,~Ga)  ( l /m-l)  : P (1  (ml----+l)) ,  
and F(t) is the gamma function, 
j/0 
oo 
r(t)  = z (t-l) exp(-z)  dz. 
PROOF. It is noted that although x0 is assumed to be real, it does not follow that the perturbed 
root xo + 5xo is also real. Furthermore, the perturbed root xo + 5xo is not, in general, of 
multiplicity m. The polynomial p(x*) evaluated at x* = x + &r is 
p(x + 5~) : }-~ ~¢~,(x + ~) 
i=0 
= ~" (~, + Sad ¢~(x + 5~) - 5a~(x + 5z). 
i=0  i=O 
Since xo + 5xo is a root of the perturbed polynomial, it follows that 
p(zo + 5xo) = -~Sa~:¢~(zo + 5zo). 
i=0  
By Taylor's theorem, 
and 
and hence 
n 
p(xo + 5xo) = ~¢k) (xo)  (sx°)k 
k~ k=0 
k] k=O 
(~x0) k
~-~" P(k) (x°) k! 
k=O i=0 k=O 
If the perturbation 5xo is small, only the term of lowest degree on the left-hand side ne(-d b{' 
considered, and since xo has multiplicity m, 
(~xo) "~ ~ ~ ~,  ~(k) (6.~'o) k 
-p("~)(xo) ~ . (xo) k! 
i=0 k=O 
= ~ ~a~¢~ (~o) + ~Xo ~,¢ i  ~) (~o) 
i=O t=O 
n 
(5x°)2 V" 5a.,g 2) 
+ 2----(-. z_~ ~ (xo) 
+. . .  + ~ oa~9,: (:c.). 
z--O 
',is) 
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Since the perturbations 5ai are random variables, interest is restricted to the expected value, 
rather than the exact value, of the terms on the right-hand side of (12) and (13). Furthermore, 
since 5xo is small, only the term of lowest degree need be considered when calculating the expected 
value of (12), and thus 
E{l~xol} m~l/m {n 1/m} 
= E E 5a~¢~(Xo) . i=O (14) 
y=y(xo)=f iha i¢~(Xo)  
i=0 
is a zero mean Gaussian random variable with variance 
n 
2 2 ~-~ ¢2 ay = G a ~ (xo). (15) 
i=0 
The probability density function of the random variable 
i=~O 
Z = iYl = 5a~¢~(Xo) 
is 
1 exp - , 
f (z )  = O" U z_>O. 
It follows from (14) that the expected value of the random variable h = z 1/m must be computed. 
If m is even, the solution of the equation h = z~/m, where zl is a given value of z, is h = ±(z~/m). 
However, if m is odd there is only one solution, given by h = +(z~/m). The probability density 
function of h is 
f (h)  = m h m-1  exp .--W2"W_9. , 
O'y 
and its expected value is 
f i  1/m 
h = ~=o 5a~¢i(xo) > O, 
E{h} =--a~ Vlr Jo  h ~exp~,-~-~y2] dh. 
The substitution t = h2m/2G 2 yields 
E{h} = (q~°D1/m oo Y r~ /0 tl/2(1/m-1) exp( - t )d t= (v~GY)I/mF (1  (1+ 1) )  
v~ 
and it follows from (11), (14), and (15) that 
1 m! 1/., (~oo) l /m I1¢ (x0)ll 1/" r ((i/2) (1/m + 1)) 
E {~x0} : ]-~ I ~ l  v~ 
(16) 
Since 5ai is a random variable, it is necessary to derive the probability density function of the 
term on the right-hand side of (14). It follows from (3) and (4) that the random variable 
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The probability density function of the random variable #, = laa~l is 
1 (_ .7 )  
f(#i) = ~aa exp \ 2a~] '  #i --> O, 
and its expected value is 
It follows from (8) that the expected value of the relative error in the coefficients for the cornpo- 
nentwise measure is 
E {Aac} = O'aV ~ Ila-llll , {,17) 
and the componentwise s nsitivity (9) follows from (16) and (17). The expected value of the 
relative error in the coefficients for the normwise measure is 
E{k lSa* ]}  kE{15a i '}  V~2 (n+l )  
E{Aa l} -  i=o _ i=o _ t18) 
IlaLI1 llalll ~a IlaLI, ' 
and expression (10) for pl(/;O) follows from (16) and (18). l 
THEOREM 3.2. Let each coefficient a~ of p(x) in (2) be perturbed to ai + 5a~ where the per- 
turbations atisfy (3) and (4). Let the real root xo of p(x) have multiplicity m, and let one of 
these m roots be perturbed to xo + 5xo due to the perturbations in the coefficients. The normwise 
sensitivity in the 2-norm is 
I E {(Az°) m~ 19) 1/m ri2(m) ll¢ (xo)ll~/m llall2 
P2 (x°) = 7 { ~ -  Ixoiv ~+1 
where Ax0 and Aa2 are defined in (7), and 
H2(m) = 
21/2mO'(al/rn-1) I F (1  ~) 
71_1/4 + . 
PROOF. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1, but (14) is replaced by 
E {15x012} = ~ 1  E ~ 5a~¢i(xo) 
The probability density function of the random variable g, defined by 
2/m 
9 = h2 = i=o 5a,¢i(Xo) , 
is 
and its expected value is 
= __  gm/2-1  exp - , 
(Ty 
~ F  + . 
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It follows that 
m! =/m ~2/~2Vmll¢(xo)l l~/mr(1/m+U2) 
= 
The expected value of the square of the relative error in the coefficients i  
E{ k~a2} (n+l )  2 
E $(Aa2)2~_ i=0 __ aa [ J Ilall~ Ilall2 ' 
and result (19) follows. | 
2 2 2 The substitutions ai --+ sai, 5ai --+ sSa~, and (from (4)) ~r a -+ s a a do not alter the expressions 
for 7(x0), Pl (x0), and P2 (x0), thus showing that the sensitivity is dimensionally correct. However, 
a constant shift t in all the roots (obtained by the substitution x = z - t in p(x)) changes the 
sensitivity of the roots. Since o" a approaches zero more rapidly than does a 1/m for m > 1, it 
follows that 7(x0), pl(x0), p2(x0) -+ co as aa --+ 0 for multiple roots. This point will be considered 
in further detail in Section 4, where it will be shown that it explains the inherently ill-conditioned 
nature of multiple roots. 
3.2. Worst  Case Measures  of Condi t ion 
Expressions for the componentwise and normwise condition numbers of x0 are stated in the 
following theorem. The proofs are in [14]. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let each coefficient ai o[ p(x) be perturbed to ai + 5ai, and let the real root xo 
of p(x) have multiplicity m. Hone of these m roots is perturbed to xo + 5xo due to the pertur- 
bations in the coefficients, then the componentwise condition number of xo is 
n I 1/m m! 1 i=~o laiCi (x0)} 
X (X0) -- 1--1/m J ¢c [xol ]-P-(-m~ 0  fi ' (20) 
and the normwise condition number Of Xo is 
1 [m!llall2 II¢ (xo)llu ~ llm 
~2(Xo)- cnl-1/m IX01 ~ ~-~i"~[  ) ' (21) 
where e~ is defined in (1), and 
II~al12 -< enllall2- 
There is one more point that must be considered in the derivations of the expressions for the 
sensitivities and condition numbers. In particular, the left-hand side of (13) follows from the 
left-hand side of (12) if 
p(m+l)(xo) ( xo) m+` << Ip(m)(xo) (  o)ml 
(m + 1)! m! 
or 
(m + 1)Ip(m)(xo)l 
I&ol << (22) 
Ip(m+l)(x0)l 
If xo is well removed from its nearest neighbouring root, this equation is easily satisfied. However, 
if there exists a root that is near xo, caution must be exercised because condition (22) may place 
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tight restrictions on the forward error 5xo. The difficulties that arise, in both condition estimation 
and backward error analysis, when (22) is not satisfied are considered in [15]. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the polynomial 
p(x)  = (x  - ~o)  2 (~ - ~o  - ~) . 
For the double root x0, condition (22) becomes 16xol << lel, and thus the forward error must be 
significantly smaller than the root separation. This condition is easily satisfied if bl is large, but 
if e is small such that x0 is almost a triple root, (22) may not be satisfied. | 
It will be assumed throughout that the root x0 is well separated from its nearest neighbouring 
root, such that (22) is always satisfied. 
4. THE CAUSE OF ILL -CONDIT IONED ROOTS 
The results developed in the previous ection are used to determine the cause of ill-conditioning 
of multiple roots. The situation for simple roots is considered by Demmel [16], who shows that 
the distance to the nearest polynomial in which a simple root Y0 merges into a double root is 
bounded by a small multiple of the reciprocal of the condition number of Y0. 
In order to investigate the cause of ill-conditioning of a multiple root x0, it is assumed that 
Ix01 >> 0 and x0 is sufficiently far from its nearest root, as noted in Example 3.1. It is convenient 
to write expression (10) for pl(xo) in the form 
where 
e(m) I1¢ (xo)ll~/''' Ilall~l/'' Ilall~ '-l/m) 
Ixol ip(m)(=o)l,/m ~£,-,/m)(~ + 1)' 
~)(?n) = (?n,)l/m2(1/2)(1/m-1)F (  (-~ -[- 1) ) . 
The function O(ra) is shown in Figure 1 and it is seen that even for large values of m, r, his 
expression increases approximately inearly with m, such that this term is not the source of the 
O (m) 
i I 
2 4 6 8 i@ 
Figure 1. The function O(m) against m. 
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ill-conditioned nature of multiple roots. The almost linear variation of O(m) with large values 
of m follows from Stirling's approximation for the factorial function and the replacement of the 
gamma function by a constant, 
respectively. Thus, if m >> 1, 
e(m)  ..~ 2(1/m-1/2)Tr (1/2) (1/m+l)m(l+l/2m) exp ( -1)  ... exp ( -1)  m, 
and hence the variation of tg(m) with large values of m is approximately inear. It is readily 
checked that the error between the gradient of this linear approximation and the gradient of the 
curve in Figure 1 is small, and it is seen that this approximation is good, even for small values 
of m. Since it is assumed that x0 is well separated from its nearest root and Ix0i >> 0, the 
functions 
[i¢ (xo)[[~ Im and [[alilllm 
Ixol Ip(,,,,)(zo)l 
are not large, and it follows that the order of magnitude of pl(xo) is governed by the term 
1 J _ !  . 
n+l  \ aa i 
Since 
2 II all  (23) 
CS a "~ n+l '  
it follows that 
1 (ilolix  '-xjm 1 ¢ilolll  x-xjm 
n + 1 \ o'a / (n + 1)(1/~) (1+1i~) t ~ )  ' 
and hence the order of magnitude of pl (x0) is governed by the ratio of the 1-norm of the coefficients 
to the 2-norm of the perturbations in the coefficients. 
Consideration of (19) shows that the dominant erm in the expression for p2(xo) is 
and (23) enables this expression to be simplified. Similar analysis can be carried out for the 
condition numbers X(xo) and ¢(x0), and it is concluded for all the measures that a multiple root 
becomes more sensitive to the effects of perturbations in the coefficients as the signM-to-noise 
ratio increases, and it is therefore difficult to compute multiple roots reliably even when the data 
have little noise. Furthermore, if a polynomial p(x) that has a multiple root is expressed in 
two different bases, and the signal-to-noise ratio is approximately constant, then the numerical 
condition (as measured by the condition number or sensitivity) of the multiple root is weakly 
dependent on the basis of p(x). 
5. COMPONENTWISE  AND NORMWISE MEASURES 
It is shown that the distinction between the componentwise and normwise definitions of the 
sensitivity and condition numbers is important because they yield condition estimates that may 
differ by several orders of magnitude, depending upon the coefficients of the polynomial. 
Consider first the sensitivity. It follows from (9) and (10) that 
Ilall, [la-1111 (24) 
Pl (xo) : "Y (xo) (n + 1) 
The equivalent result for the ratio of the normwise condition number %b(xo) to the componentwise 
condition number X(Xo) is derived in the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Upper and lower bounds for the ratio of ¢(xo) to X(zo) are, respectively, 
~)(Xo)<(ec)l-1/m( Ila o ¢(xo)112) 
x(x0---)- ~ ]la- ' l l°° l la l l2 I l ag¢(xo) l l ,  
1/m 
(2s) 
and 
x(xo~ ,,,c~/ IlallSIlal12 Ilao_C(xo)ll2 ~/m 
- Ila o ¢(xo)l l~ ' 
where a o ¢(x0) = {aiC~(x0)}~=0 is the Hadamard (Schur) product of a and ¢(x0). 
PROOF. Consider first the upper bound. Since 
(26) 
I1¢ (xo)l12 Ilal12 
/~=~O ( l /a2)a?¢? (xo)llall~ 
lai¢~ (xo)l ~ la~¢i (xo)l 
i=0 i=0 
max{1/]a~l}~ £ 2 2 a,¢i (xo)ll~l12 
i=0  < 
la,¢i (x0)l 
i=0 
Ila-~ll~llall21taoC(xo)ll2 
Ila o ¢ (xo)ll l  
the upper bound (25) follows from (20) and (21). 
Consider now the lower bound, 
l[¢(xo)112 Ilall2 
la~¢~ (xo)l 
i=0  
~L (1/a~) 2 2 ai¢~ (x0)llaH2 
i=O 
> 
la,¢, (xo)l 
'~=0 
min {1/la~l} a2C2(xo)HaH2 
la,¢, (xo)l 
i=0  
Ilal[2 Ila o ¢ (Xo)II 2 
max{la~l} ~ la~¢i (xo)l 
i=0  
I lall~ ~ Ilal12 Ila o ¢ (xo)ll2 
Ila o ¢ (Zo)lll 
and result (26) follows from (20) and (21). II 
Equation (24) for the sensitivities, and (25) and (26) for the condition umbers, have both sim- 
ilarities and d~fferences. In particular, the ratio of the upper bound (25) to the lower bound (26) 
for a simple root is equal to Ila-llloollalloo, and (24) shows that an identical term (apart from 
the difference in the norm and the factor (n + 1) -1) is valid for the sensitivities. Thus, if the 
coefficients ai differ by several orders of magnitude, the condition umbers and sensitivities of a 
simple root also vary greatly in magnitude. However, if m is large, then 
x(x0) ~ '  
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because the second term on the right-hand side of (25) and (26) is approximately one. It follows 
that  the ratio of the normwise condition number to the componentwise condition number of a 
high degree multiple root is approximately independent of the basis functions and only a function 
of ~c and c~, where sc  1 and Sn 1 are measures of the componentwise and normwise signal-to-noise 
ratios. This result is consistent with the results in Section 4. 
An important  difference between (24), and (25) and (26), arises from their dependence on the 
multipl icity m. Specifically, it appears explicitly in (25) and (26) through the exponents of the 
terms, and implicit ly through the constraints that a multiple root imposes on the coefficients at. 
However, m only enters implicit ly in (24) for the normwise and componentwise s nsitivities. 
6. EXAMPLES 
This section contains three examples that demonstrate the theory presented in the previous 
sections. The x-axes in all the graphs in this section are the roots of a polynomial and the y-axes 
are the computed and/or  theoretical values of their condition numbers and/or  sensitivities. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Consider the Wilkinson polynomial 
p(x)  = x - = a ix  i ,  
i= l  i=O 
(27) 
whose roots are xi = i/20, i = 1 . . . .  ,20. The effects of a perturbat ion in only one coefficient 
are investigated in [17,18], and it is shown that the roots of this polynomial are ill-conditioned. 
However, all the coefficients are perturbed in this example. 
Polynomial (27) was generated and each coefficient was perturbed by an independent zero 
mean Gaussian random variable of standard deviation aa  = 10 -14. The roots of the perturbed 
polynomial were computed and the componentwise and normwise sensitivities of each root were 
calculated by noting the change 6x~ in each root x~, thus enabling the relative change Ax~ = 
15x i l /x i  to be determined. The experiment was repeated four times and the average value of these 
sensitivities of each root over the five trials was calculated. The results are plotted in Figure 2 for 
the 1-norm; the results for the 2-norm are very similar and are not shown. It is seen that there is 
excellent agreement between the computed and theoretical sensitivities, and that the ratio of the 
normwise sensitivity to the componentwise s nsitivity is about 101°. This figure is in agreement 
with (24) because Ilalll = 3.20 x 103 and I la- l l l l  = 4.37 x 107. Excellent agreement was also 
obtained between the theoretical and computed values of the sensitivity p2(x~). 
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Figure 2. The logarithm to base 10 of (a) solid line, the theoretical value of the norm- 
wise sensitivity in the 1-norm pl(x~), (b) dashed line, the computed value of p l (x~) ,  
and (c) the componentwise nsitivity "7(xi), with x i  = i /20 ,  i = 1,..., 20, for Ex- 
ample 6.1. 
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Figure 3 shows the componentwise and normwise condition umbers, X(x~) and ¢(x,), respec- 
tively. It is seen that the ratio of the normwise condition umber to the componentwise condition 
number is about 101° for the small roots, and about one for the roots that are near x20 = 1. This 
computed figure is in agreement with (25) and (26) because [[aH~ = 628 and Ila -1 [Io~ = 4.31 × 107. 
Figure 4 shows the componentwise condition umber and sensitivity, X(x,) and 7(xi), respectively, 
and it is seen that these two measures are approximately equal for the roots near Xl = 1/20, but 
that they differ by several orders of magnitude for the larger roots. | 
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Figure 3. The logarithm to base 10 of (a) the normwise condition number ~b(xi), and 
(b) the componentwise condition number X(Xi), with xi = i/20, i = 1 , . . . ,  20, for 
Example 6.1. 
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Figure 4. The logarithm to base 10 of (a) the componentwise condition number X(x~), 
and (b) the componentwise sensitivity 7(xi), with xi = i /20, i = 1, . . . ,20 ,  for 
Example 6.1. 
EXAMPLE 6.2. Consider the polynomial 
10 10 
p(x) : 1-I (x -  2 -~) = ~ a~x ~, 
i=1 i=0 
(2s) 
whose roots are xi = 2 -~, i = 1,.. , 10. The procedure described in Example 6.1 was repeated 
except that the standard deviation cra was changed to 10 -17. Figure 5 shows the theoretical 
and computed values of the normwise sensitivity Pl (xi) and the componentwise nsitivity 7(x~), 
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F igure 5. The logar i thm to base 10 of (a) sol id line, the theoret ica l  value of the norm- 
wise sens i t iv i ty  in the 1-norm Pl (xi),  (b) dashed line, the computed  value of Pl (x~), 
and (c) the  componentwise  sens i t iv i ty  7(x~), w i th  log 2 x i  = - i ,  i = 1 . . . . .  10, for 
Example  6.2. 
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F igure 6. The  logar i thm to base 10 of (a) the normwise condit ion number  ¢ (x i ) ,  
and (b) the  componentwise condit ion number  X(Xi), w i th  log 2 z i  = - i ,  i = 1 , . . . ,  10, 
for Example  6.2. 
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F igure 7. The  logar i thm to base 10 of (a) the  componentwise condit ion number  X(X~), 
and (b) the  componentwise sensi t iv i ty  7(z i ) ,  w i th  log 2 x i  = - i ,  i = 1 , . . . ,  10, for 
Example  6.2. 
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Figure 6 shows the normwise and componentwise condition numbers, ~p(x~) and X(xJ, respec- 
tively, and Figure 7 shows the componentwise condition number and sensitivity, ;~(z~) and ~/(xj, 
respectively. 
Figure 5 shows that the computed values of Pl (xi) agree with their theoretical values, and that 
the ratio between pl(x~) and 7(xi) is about 1015. This value is in agreement with (24) because 
Ila-llll = 3.60 x 1016 and Ilalll = 2.38. Figure 6 shows that the normwise and componentwise 
condition numbers differ by several orders of magnitude for nearly all the roots, and that the 
minimum ratio occurs for the largest root Xl = 1/2. However, Figure 7 shows that the compo- 
nentwise condition number ;g(xi) is approximately equal to the componentwise s nsitivity ?(xi) 
for the smallest root xl0 = 2 - l° ,  but that the ratio between these two measures increases rapidly 
as the root xi increases. 
EXAMPLE 6.3. Consider the polynomial 
~)10 1£ 
p(x) = (x -  = aix ~. 
i=0 
(29) 
An independent zero mean Gaussian random number of standard eviation aa = 10 .6 was added 
to each coefficient and the sensitivity of the root x0 = 1/2 was calculated experimentally by 
repeating the procedure described in Example 6.1. The computed values of pl(1/2) and p2(1/2) 
were, respectively, 2.929 x 106 and 3.538 x 106, which must be compared with the theoretical 
values, p1(1/2) = 3.161 x 106 and p2(1/2) = 3.641 x 106. 
It was shown in Section 4 that the dominant erms in the expressions for the sensitivity in the 
1- and 2-norms are 
1 ({{a{{ 1 ~l-1/m 1 (11a{{2 ~ 1-1/m 
- -  and d : - ~  \ ~ra / , d l -  n+l  \ aa / 
respectively. Since the 1- and 2-norms of the coefficients are 57.665 and 24.970, respectively, it
follows that dl = 8.779 x l0 s and d2 = 1.371 x 106, and thus the signal-to-noise ratio of the 
coefficients is a good approximation to the sensitivity for both norms, as expected. | 
7. D ISCUSSION 
Several different measures of the numerical stability of a root of a polynomial have been con- 
sidered, and it has been shown that they may be defined in either a componentwise or a normwise 
sense, and in either a worst case or average case sense. These distinctions are important because 
two different measures of the stability of a root may differ by several orders of magnitude. For 
example, Figures 2 and 3 show that the condition number X(x0) for polynomial (27) shows a nmch 
greater variation in magnitude than does the sensitivity Pl (x0), but the opposite characteristic s 
observed for polynomial (28)--Figures 5 and 6 show that the condition number X(x0) is almost 
constant but pl (x0) varies by about 13 orders of magnitude. These results illustrate the results 
in Section 5 because the coefficients of the polynomials in these examples vary greatly in magni- 
tude. Specifically, the coefficients of polynomial (27) range in magnitude from a0 = 2.32 × l0 8 
to a20 = 1, and the coefficients of polynomial (28) range in magnitude from a0 = 2.78 × 10 -17 
to alo = 1. The results for polynomial (29) agree with the theoretical predictions because the 
signal-to-noise ratio is a good approximation to both the sensitivity and condition number. 
It was noted in Section 1 that an average case measure of stability is a more practical guide to 
the numerical condition of a root of a polynomial because the condition number may overestimate 
the average value by several orders of magnitude. This is clearly evident in Figures 4 and 7, which 
show that the componentwise sensitivity and condition number for a given polynomial may be 
approximately equal for some roots of a polynomial, but differ by several orders of magnitude 
for other roots of the polynomial. Prom a strictly mathematical consideration, the sensitivity 
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and condit ion number  differ in the probabil ist ic nature of the underly ing error model; the former 
is defined by the Gauss ian model  (3) and (4), and the latter  is defined (in the componentwise 
form) by the uni form distr ibut ion (1). This  shows that  the assignment of the correct probabil ist ic 
model  to an error process is important ,  and al though an incorrect choice will lead to a correct 
mathemat ica l  condit ion est imate,  it will not faithful ly represent he correct underly ing error 
process. Furthermore,  since the componentwise and normwise condit ion numbers and sensit ivit ies 
may differ by several orders of magnitude,  the condit ion measure (average case or worst case, 
componentwise or normwise) must be defined with care, such that  the desired measure is used. 
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